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Abstract. After the Chemnobyl NPP accident a public acceptance has become a key factor in
nuclear power development all over the world. Therefore, nuclear safety culture should be based not
only on technical principles, responsibilities, supervision, regulatory provisions, emergency
preparedness, but the public awareness of minimum risk during the operation and decommissioning of
NPPs, radioactive waste management, etc.

1. Introduction

It is interesting to analyze the situation with public acceptance on the example of Belarus.
Republic of Belarus, as a part of the Soviet Union, having highly energy-intensive economy
and few indigenous fuel and energy resources has been initially oriented towards nuclear
power. Four nuclear power plants with total capacity of about 12GW have been constructed
near the borders of the Republic. In Belarus the constructing of nuclear CHP not far from
Minsk and the planning of NPP construction in Vitebsk region have been begun. The
Chemobyl NPP accident has stopped this Program.

On the other side the Republic of Belarus has been suffered from the Chernobyl accident most
of all other countries including Russia and the Ukraine. About a quarter of its territory and
population had turned out in the radioactively contaminated zone (Caesium-137, over 37
kBq/sq. in). The attitude of a considerable part of the Belarus population towards the nuclear
energy is aggravated with the consequences of this accident. Therefore the work on the
public opinion formation is to be stated long in advance the beginning of NPP construction.

2. Results of sociological surv'ey of the perception of nuclear power in Belarus

During 1995-1999 the sociological monitoring of public opinion about nuclear safety of the
existing NPPs and further nuclear power development were provided in Belarus. The first poll
was conducted among 1164 inhabitants of the more "pure"~ region in the Republic - the
Vitebsk one (34.8% respondents), as well as in the regions contaminated with radionuclides -

the Gomel region (32.7%) and the Mogilev region (32.5%). 38.8% of the polled persons
declared in favour of nuclear power development and 20.3% of the polled ones declared
decommissioning of all operating NPP in the territory of CIS. The opinion about the level of
NPP safety was as follows: more than three fourth of the polled respondents (75.8%)
consider the increased safety of operating not only the Chernobyl NPP but also all other NPI's
located close to Belarus is necessary to be provided with; 63.8% respondents said that only
NPPs with the increased safety are necessary to be constructed in Belarus.

Approximately half of the opponents of nuclear power (50.5%) explained their negative
attitude, in some way or other, by the apprehension of risk increasing for people's health
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becoming worse. It is clearly seen in the regions having been subjected to the affect of the
Chernobyl NPP accident consequences: 55.5% of the polled persons consider radiation
contamination of the territory to be the main reason of their health becoming worse last time,
whereas 4 1.8% - decreasing of family income and 36.6% - the absence of ecologically pure
and qualitative nourishment.

The second sociologic survey involved the inhabitants of the whole territory of Belarus
including the capital of our Republic - Minsk city. From the total number of respondents (999
persons) 83.6% constituted townspeople, 43.3% - engineering and technical personnel, 15.5%
- workers, 13.6% - the pupils and the students; 54.9% had higher education, 23.9 -

specialized secondary education; 68% were at the age from 21 to 50.

The main question of the questionnaire "Should the project of NPP construction be adopted in
Belarus?" was answered in a following way: 40.9% of the respondents answered "Yes", 39%
- "No" and 19.2% of the respondents were embarrassed to answer.

Thus, on the whole, the respondents are accepting the idea on NPP construction in Belarus
calmly, but the next question "Nuclear Power Plant could be constructed close to your town,
settlement, couldn't it?" revealed that only 23.5% of the respondents take it normally, 32.1%
- with anxiety, but 47.7% - negatively (Fig. 1).
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FIG.]. Attitude towards possibility of NPP construction close to respondent's city/settlement

The situation, as a matter of fact, is a typical one, it answers the natural desire of the
population to have and chemical industries, and prisons, and other potentially troubled
affairs, only "at the neighbour's", what concerns nuclear power, such approach is scarcely of
common sense because exactly in Belarus, as nowhere else, the people could be convinced of
the fact, that the distance is not a reliable protection frm the accident at the nuclear reactor.
In this connection , it is interesting to examine the distribution of opinions as to various
categories of the questioned persons (Fig. 2).
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FIG. 2. Opinion on the NPP cons truction in Belars

The more negative attitude towards nuclear power has the inhabitants of the Brest region
which has been partially suffered from the Chemnobyl NPP accident, opinions of the
inhabitants of "Pure" Vitebsk region and the more contaminated Gomel and Mogilev regions
are less negative and vary between themselves a little bit, the more positive attitude is shown
by the respondents living in the capital of the Republic. Supporters of nuclear power are
absolutely more among men, and relatively - among the leaders of different ranks and
persons older than 50, less- among women and the youngest participants of the inquest at the
age of up to 20.

As it is seen from the results above-given, they have turned out to be not logically adequate in
all to the situation having been established in Belarus. One of the explanations of this
phenomenon is the answer on the question "Is the population informed on the problems of
nuclear power sufficiently?". An absolute majority (89.1%) of the interrogated persons
answered "No".

Among the sources the information we received from the IAEA and other specialized
international organizations (Fig.3) is trustworthy most of all among the participants of the
inquest, home scientists and specialists are trusted less than the foreign ones, and mass media
has extremely low rating of confidence.
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FIG. 3. Whose nformation on NPP Performance is Trustworthy in Belarus?

3. Conclusion

Nuclear safety culture must include the following aspects connected with public acceptance:• Openness. All the elements ensuring nuclear safety (technical, organizational and others)must be completely open not only for specialists, but also for general public. Just theabsence of such openness is one of the reasons of the Chernobyl accident.
• Clearness of safety principles for general public. As it has been shown above, thepopulation trust journalists little on questions of nuclear safety. Therefore, the task to makesafety culture clear for general public must be solved by specialists in this field first of all.• Information. Safety culture must include the information system for population, whichcontains exhaustive data on safety level at all stages of fuel cycle, as well as on allincidents or accidents in nuclear installations.
• Competitiveness. Public opinion must be sure that the main solutions on nuclear safety areaccepted on a tender basis, that in this case monopolies and lobbyism do not play a

sufficient role.
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